NetScore

BoxMaker
For NetSuite
NetScore BoxMaker provides the ability to customize a
box based on an individual user need. A box contains a
pack of different items, which the supplier offers, from
which the user can purchase the whole lot or can
customize the items and its respective quantities. Users
can send quote requests or submit the order for their
customized goods or services.
Our solution has the setup process to define the configurable items against each BoxMaker. It can support any
industry and business model (B2B or B2C). The product
provides two solutions that can be deployed based on
the customer’s NetSuite environment. The first will be to
provide BoxMaker page that can be launched when
entering a quote or sales order for customers who do
not have a SC or SCA website. The second will extend the
solution to the SCA (or SC) web front end.
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NetScore BoxMaker for NetSuite

Benefits

Features

Increase Order Values

Dynamic Boxes

You can bundle an array of items that your
customers may be interested in, so that your
box can make its way into customers baskets
based on their choice of items.

Users are offered with different sets of boxes to
purchase as a whole. Each box can be set with a different set of items and can be offered with attracting
discount rules. All the inventory is handled with real
time data.

Hassle free Shopping
Helps your customers reduce their time while
shopping to determine related products. This
takes the hassle out of shopping for many
customers who no longer have to figure out
which individual products or components are
compatible.

Easy Maintenance
Gives you the ability to pick out the list of
items for each box you want to sell, create it in
setup and make available for shopping.

Increase Quote-to-Sales Process
Once the BoxMaker setup is ready, boxes are
available in both NetSuite UI and Webstore.

Order
Users can submit the order directly for their customized
box. No need of making any customizations or alterations in their current sales process. Through the web
site extension, they can add BoxMaker to the basket
from the product details page screen after all user
requirements are completed. The order is then
processed in the same manner as other products.

Quote
Users can check the final price by submitting the quote
request to the sales team for their customized box
makers. This also helps them track how much of a
discount they are getting when purchasing as a box vs
individually.

Price Calculation
Based on the user requirements for the items of a box,
the prices can be calculated dynamically. The price of
each item can be pulled directly from an integrated ERP
to ensure that pricing is always accurate and up to date
for each box.
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Available List of Boxes
TOTAL : 6
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Edit / View

Box Name

10000

7500

Is InActive ?

Available Oflline

Available in Webstore

Baseball Kit

No
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No

Cricket Kit

No

Yes

No

Football Kit

No

No
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FirstAid Kit

No

Yes

No

Makeup Kit

No

Yes

No

Estimates having Box Items
TOTAL : 3

5000

2500

0

Jan ’20

Feb ’20

TOTAL : 5
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Date
02/04/2020

188 Emma James

02/19/2020

183 Eliza Johnson

02/26/2020

186 - 14

Sales Orders Against Boxes
Count

Name
1 Flora Smith

171

Sales Orders having BoxItems

Mar ’20

Sales ( Orders )
Orders Against Boxes | NetScore BoxMaker

Product Type

Document Number
167
168

Summ

TOTAL : 29

Document Number

Name

Date

518

183 Eliza Johnson

02/26/2020

550

189 Emma James

02/19/2020

522

189 Emma James

01/14/2020

514

188 Taylor Swift

02/26/2020

530

186 Macsi John

01/14/2020

517

1 Flora Smith

02/04/2020

526

Baseball Kit

15

Cricket Kit

06

187 Joulie Sousa

02/05/2020

FirstAid Kit

19

541

187 Joulie Sousa

02/26/2020

Football Kit

05

542

187 Joulie Sousa

16/04/2020

Makeup Kit

04

523

189 Emma James

01/14/2020

Total

49
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